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In this article, the author explores 
how Uber’s recent high-profile is-
sues with their tipping policy high-
light two key pricing principles: one, 
provide clarity to customers on your 
price, and two, how you structure 
your price is important, including the 
details of how you process payments. 
Rafi Mohammed is the founder of 
Culture of Profit LLC, and author 
of  The 1% Windfall: How Success-
ful Companies Use Profit to Profit 
and Grow. He can be reached at 
rafi@cultureofprofit.com. This article 
originally appeared in the Harvard 
Business Review (HBR.org) and the 
New York Times.

Uber recently settled a class ac-
tion lawsuit brought by driv-
ers claiming unfair wage and 
labor practices. In addition 

to paying up to $100 million, the settle-
ment involves clarifying the ride-sharing 
service’s stance on tipping.

Uber has long opposed tipping, claiming 
riders don’t appreciate the extra hassle of 
adding a gratuity, as well as citing nega-
tive effects including potential racial bias 
(e.g., customers may leave less for non-
white drivers). While Uber maintains its 
policy that “…tips are not included on 
Uber’s platforms (except on UberTAXI), 
and that tipping is neither expected nor 
required” as part of the settlement, it re-
treats by adding, “…riders are free to of-
fer tips and drivers are welcome to accept 
them.” Drivers are now allowed to solicit 
tips by asking passengers or posting signs 
in their vehicles.

An important caveat is that if riders opt 
to tip, Uber won’t let them do so in its 
app. Instead, riders will have to hand 
over cash or make a separate credit card 
transaction. While this tipping proce-
dure sounds harmless, it puts Uber at a 
significant competitive disadvantage. In 
addition to the inconvenience of the 
extra step, which will require business 
travelers to collect multiple receipts 
for expense account reimbursements, 
many riders will feel pressured to be 
overly generous in the amount they 
tip.

A key feature of Uber is its dual rider-
driver rating system, which aims to keep 
both parties on their best behavior. After 
each trip, both the rider and driver anon-
ymously rate each other on a 1-5 scale (5 
being the best). Drivers input their rating 
immediately after completing a trip, as 
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In Uber’s case, drivers will know 
whether and how much you tip 
before they rate you.

doing so is required in order to be 
dispatched to their next fare. There 
isn’t a big financial incentive for 
drivers to strive for the highest rat-
ings — as long as a driver’s average 
score is above 4.6, they remain in 
good standing with the company. 
Passengers with low ratings risk not 
being picked up.

The problem with Uber’s “don’t…
but in case you do” tipping policy 
is it changes the meaning of a tip. 
Customers view gratuities as 
payments to reward good service. 
In Uber’s case, drivers will know 
whether and how much you tip 
before they rate you. As a result, 
tipping is now a Tony Soprano–
like veiled threat: “Pay up or I’ll 
give you a poor rating.”

Customers never enjoy being strong-
armed over a gratuity. Traditionally, the 
size of a tip is a personal judgment based 
on factors such as how the customer val-
ues service, custom, and income. Now 
Uber adds a guessing game over what 
amount — 10%, 15%, 20% — will se-
cure a high rating. Many riders, myself 
included, haven’t tipped because Uber 
told us not to. A “coerced” extra 20% 
is a significant price increase that re-
duces the pricing savings (versus tradi-
tional taxis) and the frictionless expe-
rience (no need to carry cash or even 
a credit card) that have been a corner-
stone of Uber’s marketing.

Sure, famed restauranteur Danny Meyer 
is implicitly instructing customers on 
how much to tip by phasing out gratu-
ities in favor of “hospitality included” 
prices. The difference is his 13 restau-
rants and bars are among the best in 
New York. Being so highly differentiated 
gives Mr. Meyer the mojo to do away 
with the practice, essentially including 
them in the price. In contrast, there are 
alternatives to riding with Uber. Many 
of its drivers, in fact, also work for Lyft 
— a competing ride-share service with a 
more customer-friendly tipping process. 
Tips can be included in Lyft’s app, and 
its drivers rate passengers before knowing 
whether they tipped.

It’s fair to question whether con-
sumers are overly concerned with 
their ratings. Probably so, but given 
our society’s obsession with rat-
ings and Facebook likes, scores 
are meaningful to consumers. We 
don’t want to feel unfairly judged, 
especially when Lyft offers a similar 
service and a more equitable rating 
system.

What should Uber do? It could 
completely forbid tipping and re-
mind disgruntled drivers they are 
free to work exclusively for Lyft. 
More realistically, Uber needs to 
realize drivers are ambassadors for 
its brand. Incentives should be in 
place to encourage them to provide 
the best service. The easiest remedy 

is to adopt Lyft’s tipping model. How-
ever, if Uber is intent on maintaining its 
no-tipping policy, it should find another 
method to reward highly rated drivers.

Uber’s waffling stance on tipping high-
lights two fundamental lessons for all 
businesses. First, provide clarity to cus-
tomers on your price. Price is a key at-
tribute that customers evaluate; a “don’t, 
but you probably should” tipping policy 
is confusing. Second, and most impor-
tant, how you structure your price is im-
portant, including the details of how you 
process payments. Uber’s faux pas on 
tipping now provides a distinct advan-
tage to its rival Lyft.

http://www.pricingsociety.com
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Tech Giants Present Opportunities for Collaboration 
and Disruption in the Life Sciences Industry

As tech giants, such as Google, are 

entering the life sciences industry, 

healthcare companies should adapt 

their business model and embark 

with these new players on a more 

ambitious, personalized, and preven-

tive healthcare strategy. This indus-

try specific example provides pricing 

knowledge that can be applied by 

pricers in numerous industries. Au-

thor Anaïs Frappé is a Senior Con-

sultant at Simon-Kucher & Partners 

Life Sciences practice in New York. 

She holds a degree in Business Ad-

ministration and a MBA from ES-

SEC Business School, and a degree in 

Law from the University Panthéon-

Assas, France. This article was previ-

ously published in PharmExec. Re-

published with kind permission.
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Life sciences companies appear to 
be at a turning point: navigat-
ing through the challenges of 
cost-containment considerations, 

they are increasingly under pressure to 
achieve better outcomes at lower costs, 
and address patients’ individual needs. 
In this changing landscape, life sciences 
firms also encounter the entry of tech 
companies, amidst these the internet gi-
ant Google, in their ecosystem. How-
ever, the example of Google’s foray into 
healthcare presents an argument and an 
opportunity for established pharmaceu-
tical companies to adapt their business 
model and embark with tech players on a 
more ambitious, personalized, and pre-
ventive healthcare strategy.

Google’s advance into the 
life sciences market
A few years after the launch of Google 
Health, a personal health record ser-
vice launched in 2008 and cancelled in 
2011, internet giant Google made an-
other move into the life sciences business 
through the launch of Calico (California 
Life Company) in 2013 and the creation 
of Life Sciences in 2015. Calico is a re-
search and development company whose 
target is to solve age-related diseases with 
the ambitious goal of prolonging life. 
Life Sciences is a standalone entity that 
develops new healthcare technologies. 
With the advent of these two organi-
zations, Google has firmly injected 
itself into the space of personal and 
preventive healthcare. 

Although not yet commercialized, 
Google has developed the diabetes 
‘smart’ lens and, more recently, a contact 
lens camera to improve individuals’ qual-
ity of life. The ‘smart’ lens technology 
measures and transmits glucose levels, 
which would allow diabetes patients and 
their healthcare providers to make more 
proactive decisions to manage the dis-
ease. 

Further support for Google’s ambition 
to shift the healthcare paradigm toward 
preventive health is the Baseline Study. 
Launched in the summer of 2014, the 
study will collect genetic and molecu-
lar information from healthy patients to 
map the human body to detect diseases 
such as heart diseases and cancer at an 
earlier stage. The potential success of 
this project has significant implications 
on the development of preventive mea-
sures and treatments. So far, the project 
has enrolled 175 healthy patients, but 
the ambition is to eventually collect and 
analyze information from thousands of 
others, which will require massive com-
puting power and data centers, seem-
ingly more in Google’s traditional wheel-
house.  

An ever-changing 
pharmaceutical industry 
At the same time as Google and other 
tech giants are entering the life scienc-
es industry, traditional pharmaceutical 
companies are navigating through chal-
lenges affecting their business model. 

In the past, pharmaceutical companies 
relied on the “one-billion-dollar block-
buster” model, focusing on large diseas-
es, such as diabetes and heart diseases, 
ensuring long-term revenues that would 
cover the R&D spending. Over the past 
decade, they have been facing the end 
of the blockbuster paradigm: patent cliff 
coming along with increasing competi-
tion from generic and biosimilar drugs, 
heavy R&D investments with question-
able ROI, and fewer unmet needs in 
major indications where numerous well-
performing drugs already compete (e.g., 
hypertension, hypercholesterolemia). 
Physicians, patients, as well as payers, ex-
pect life sciences companies to bring new 
value to the healthcare system and to 
focus on patients’ individual needs. This 
evolution suggests that marginal im-
provement in clinical endpoints will no 
longer suffice for successful drug com-
mercialization. 

According to Bertrand Talbotier, for-
mer Vice-President of French Market-
ing and member of Sanofi’s Management 
Committee, with 25 years of industry 
and consulting experience, founder of 
Iridium Health Alliance and Senior Ex-
pert for the United Nations Industrial 
Development Organization, “Most phar-
maceutical companies are now looking at 
changing their business models, which is 
an extremely challenging exercise as the 
line between trying to maintain profits and 
investing in unknown territories is very 
tiny.” In such an environment, the phar-
maceutical industry has reached a turn-
ing point: urged to change its business 
model to embrace a more personalized 
approach to medicine, it may also see 

http://www.pricingsociety.com
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competition emerging from a number of 
new players, among these Google. 

Embracing digital giants 
to facilitate disruptive 
innovation
Although at a superficial glance, the ar-
rival of tech entrants into the life sciences 
space could trigger competitive concerns 
for traditional pharmaceutical compa-
nies, a deeper look shows that collabo-
ration with players from outside the life 
sciences field could lead to much needed 
disruptive innovation. 

Tech giants such as Google could bring 
their expertise of collecting and process-
ing massive amounts of health related 
data, making it possible to better un-
derstand diseases. This capability and 
the healthcare knowledge that could be 
extracted from it would help broaden 
pharmaceutical companies’ R&D hori-
zon and illuminate the path for creating 
preventive and personalized medicine, 
which requires a deep understanding of 
patient characteristics. 

From the payers’ perspective, earlier 
diagnosis, together with personalized 
therapies, could lead to lower health-
care costs. Partnering with tech compa-
nies, established life sciences companies 
with decades of experience in different 
therapeutic areas and healthcare systems 
could share the expertise of their scientif-
ic and commercial teams to develop and 
bring innovative therapies to the market.  

According to Bertrand Talbotier, “Phar-
ma companies should be proactive in part-
nering with leading technological platforms 

and services providers that will transform 
the healthcare ecosystem. The risk-averse 
culture of pharma companies should not be 
an inhibitor. 

There are two possible options for the phar-
ma industry:

1. Be at the heart of the revolution and 
remain in the driver’s seat through a 
massive strategic shift and full business 
model reshaping/reinventing,

2. Become a peripheral secondary player 
in the healthcare ecosystem and be-
ing enfeoffed to technological suzerains 
through a passive attitude towards 
technological and digital revolution.

New strategic alliances should be devel-
oped with shared goals and the aim for the 
life sciences industry to change the exist-
ing business paradigm. Delivering new 
outcome-based products and services in the 
pharma 3.0 ecosystem will require combi-
nations of competencies that no individual 
firm will possesses, and companies will need 
to bring an outside-in, open perspective via 
non-conventional approaches.”

Conclusion
The advancement of tech giants into 
the life sciences industry could pave 

the way for innovation and new part-
nerships between two industries, 
which at first glance appear to be fun-
damentally different. In this respect, 
some traditional large pharma compa-
nies have already envisioned the poten-
tial of Google expanding into the health-
care area: in July 2014, Swiss Novartis 
unveiled a licensing deal with Google to 
allow its eye care division, Alcon, to de-
velop and commercialize Google’s smart 
lens technology for any ocular medical 
purposes. A few months later, in Septem-
ber 2014, Google and AbbVie inked an 
up to $1.5 billion collaboration to accel-
erate the development and commercial-
ization of age-related therapies. In Au-
gust 2015, Google’s Life Sciences entity 

teamed up with Sanofi to improve diabe-
tes care through a proactive and preven-
tive approach. 

These examples confirm the mutual in-
terest and vision that tech and pharma-
ceutical companies share. They also lend 
credence to the promising notion that 
tech and pharma companies can join 
forces to move towards a patient centric 
healthcare system that would benefit pa-
tients, providers, payers, and ultimately 
the entire healthcare system. 

The advancement of tech giants into the life sciences 
industry could pave the way for innovation and new 
partnerships between two industries, which at first 
glance appear to be fundamentally different.

http://www.pricingsociety.com
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In this article, the author explores best 

practices for finding out how your cus-

tomers really feel about your products 

and services, giving you better infor-

mation on which to base pricing deci-

sions. Per Sjöfors is the Founder and 

CEO of Atenga, a global pricing and 

customer intelligence consulting firm. 

Prior to Atenga, Per had more than 25 

years of executive management expe-

rience, and has founded and built a 

number of successful, and very profit-

able, sales and marketing companies 

in Europe and in the US. Per also 

co-founded the industry association 

G-SAM, and has published a num-

ber of articles in industry press. He is a 

sought-after speaker at conferences. He 

can be reached at per@atenga.com.

Are My Customers Lying to Me?

How to find out what  
your customers really  
think about you
Most companies base their product 
and service changes off opinions and 
reviews captured from those who 
think their products is “good” and 
those who “hate it” - for lack better 
phrases.

Logically this makes sense.

However, the problem with this is that 
customers who actually love everything 
about your product only make up a 
small fraction of your entire customer 
base. These are the people that are quick 
to leave you useful in-depth honest re-
views.

Then you have the people who say 

it’s awful. These are the negative re-
views, and every company has at least 
a few. Typically, the percentage is low 
or you would not have much of a busi-
ness. Many of these reviews are used to 
change the company structure, i.e. pric-
ing, product development, marketing, 
customer service and so on.

It goes without saying, but the problem 
with this approach is that is the amount 
of input is too small. On top of this, un-
fortunately, many customers know bad 
reviews often equal freebies and dis-
counts. They jump on any mistake you 
make, and leverage their ‘bad’ review for 
their benefit. Which makes this category 
even harder to base changes off of, but 
misguided companies still do.

The satisfied and dissatisfied custom-
ers can be broken down into four 
groups (see Figure 1).

Great: The customers who leave in-
depth reviews of why they love it.

Good: The short answers - “Great prod-
uct” “love it” “very helpful”.

Okay: Tend to not say anything at all – 
or - give short answers.

Awful: The unfortunate negative re-
views.

Satisfied customers tell the truth, but not 
the whole truth. When customers are 
broken down into these four categories, 
the percentages between really good and 
really bad drastically change. The 95% 
of reviews with “useful insight” then 
becomes 15%, leaving you with 80% of 
bland insight that has no use in distin-
guishing your customers’ values, percep-
tions, and drivers.

These percentages don’t represent ev-
ery business, but most companies have 
similar stats when they crunch the num-
bers. This shows you that companies 
can NOT rely on and base changes on 
data they collect themselves from cus-
tomers. When asked “do you like my 
product” customers often lie for a variety 
of reasons. One of the biggest reasons is 
because it is generally conceived as rude 
to tell someone, “Hey, I don’t like your 

Figure 1

http://www.pricingsociety.com
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product.” So instead they say very little 
or nothing at all. 

There are many other factors that come 
into play for why customers “lie.” For in-
stance, if you have a sales team and your 
customer loved the person they worked 
with because they both were car fanatics 
and shared stories and laughter with one 
another after the sales call. Chances are, 
when handed a review, they will base an-
swers more favorably, even to questions 
unrelated to “customer service.” That 3 
Star rating they were going to give for 
“product quality” then becomes a 4 Star 
rating.

How do you fix it?
The answer is found through anony-
mous interviews and surveys. By con-
ducting research anonymously, you gain 
this “truthful” insight into these custom-
ers’ values, perceptions, and drivers. That 
is, of course, if you ask the “right” 
questions.

Customers rarely lie on surveys that 
are anonymous. It evokes a sense of 
“safety” which encourages them to 
open up and answer honestly. For ex-
ample, the Catholic Church performs 
“confessions” where member confess all of 
the things they did wrong. The priest sits 
next to the member, but in between them 
is wall. That same wall is needed between 
you and your customer if you want honest 
answers.  

Now, you can certainly 
conduct this yourself, 
but almost always the 
ones who participate are 
again the 15% who rave 
about your product or 
service and the 5% who 
had a bad experience. 
Most companies do this, 
not realizing it repre-
sents roughly 20% of 
their customers.

By administering anon-
ymous surveys, with 
carefully crafted ques-
tions that don’t infer or 
identify who you are, 
you are able to find out 
“who” the 80% of your 
customers really are 
(that you haven’t heard 
from or not enough 
from), what they like, 
what drives them to 
buy your product or that of your compet-
itors, and what they are willing to pay.

Constructing an “anonymous” research 
project can be a difficult task for any 
business, but this is a science many pric-
ing consultants specialize in. In my case, 
our research specifically focuses on find-
ing the “best price” for your product 
or service, but it goes much beyond 
that. The information gathered gives 
companies insight into their “entire” 

market, not just their current customers. 
We then break it into customer segments 
based on all of these values, so that you 
can price right for each segment and or 
change what market segment you focus 
on. 

This all can be used to make important 
changes in pricing, product develop-
ment, sales, marketing and messaging, 
and positioning.

Customers rarely lie on surveys that 
are anonymous. It evokes a sense 
of “safety” which encourages them 
to open up and answer honestly.

http://www.pricingsociety.com
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Why Connected Technologies are Pushing 
Manufacturers to Value Based Pricing Strategies
Companies that are quick to adopt 

new pricing models, or innovate new 

pricing models themselves, often see 

rapid growth and development. Un-

fortunately for the manufacturing 

industry, pricing innovation has been 

largely absent in the recent past. In this 

article, the author explores some grow-

ing trends in technology that will help 

pricers in the manufacturing industry 

adopt new and competitive pricing tac-

tics. Author Paul Hunt is the president 

of Pricing Solutions and a frequent 

PPS presenter, instructor, and con-

tributor. He can be reached at phunt@

pricingsolutions.com.

The strategy companies choose 
to price their products and 
services can be a key factor in 
their success or failure. Com-

panies that are quick to adopt new 
pricing models, or pioneer them them-
selves, will often see rapid growth and 
development.  
 
The recent influx of SaaS (Software as a 
Service) companies coming out of Cali-
fornia are a perfect example of this. They 
aren’t providing services that are particu-
larly innovative or new; they have just 
hit on a pricing model that makes their 
services accessible to new users.

Pricing Strategy in 
Manufacturing
Over the last decade there have been 
very few innovations in manufacturing 
pricing strategies. However, there are 
strong signs that change is coming.

We are beginning to see signs of market 
leaders experimenting with pricing strat-
egies in order to differentiate themselves 
from their competitors. One high profile 
example of this is Michelin’s attempt to 
maintain and increase market share by 
implementing a ‘cost per landing’ on its 
commercial aircraft tires.

This strategy has many implications for 
both the buyer and seller. It gives airline 
operators a fixed cost that that can more 
easily reconcile with their other consum-
ables and costs (fuel, landing tariffs and 
staff). 

It also means as Michelin maintain own-
ership of their product, they align their 
commercials with technical objective 
of longer lasting tires and hence can be 
even more quality driven. Finally, by 
changing the pricing model they gained 
market share and left many competitors 
out in the cold as customers became no 
longer interested in price per tire.

The Internet of Things
One area where manufacturing has seen 
considerable development over the last 
decade is in the technology available to 
measure performance. Though we are 
only beginning to see this information 
being used in pricing, we see it becoming 
increasingly relevant and useful in this 
sector. Pricing a product based on the 
value it delivers the customer is the ideal 
companies have always been working 
towards. However, in the past, value was 
an abstract, immeasurable quantity. This 
was particularly true in the manufactur-
ing sector.

However, technology now means that 
more data is available on how your cus-
tomers are using manufacturing prod-
ucts and what value they are getting out 
of it. Aligning pricing to value with this 
data available is now a question of iden-
tifying the right tools, the right metrics 
and then aligning your pricing strategy 
with this new, valuable data. In a similar 
way to pricing per airplane landing, we 
predict other industries be able to move 
away from capex purchases into pricing 
per machine process, per part produced, 
per hour of usage.

This change is happening. Early adopters 
are already experimenting with how The 
Internet of Things can help align their 
pricing and value proposition. It’s only 
a matter of time before this becomes 
common practice. As is always the case, 
companies who are able to adapt and 
embrace these new technologies will lead 
the way. 

As we have seen before, and SaaS pricing 
is a perfect example of this, these shifts 
in pricing methodology open the door 
for more agile, small players to gain mar-
ket share. For big manufacturing firms, 
this means that it’s very important to 
lead, not follow.

“The Internet of Things (IoT) is 
changing manufacturing as we 
know it. Factories and plants 
that are connected to the In-
ternet are more efficient, pro-
ductive and smarter than their 
non-connected counterparts. 
In a marketplace where com-
panies increasingly need to do 
whatever they can to survive, 
those that don’t take advantage 
of connectivity are lagging be-
hind.”

— Forbes

http://www.pricingsociety.com
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Utilizing Customer Loyalty Data  
to Enhance Value Pricing

Industry studies prove the correla-

tion between higher customer loyalty, 

growth, and price. Customer loyalty 

data gives insights that go beyond 

product attributes and into the value 

of the customer experience, often un-

covering more value than you realize 

you deliver. By harnessing this cus-

tomer loyalty data, companies can 

improve and strengthen their value 

pricing strategies, as the author ex-

plains. Author Joanne M. Smith is 

President at Price to Profits Consult-

ing, a pricing consultancy that assists 

B2B companies in transforming their 

pricing performance to enhance long-

term profitability and growth. She 

can be reached at joannesmith@pri-

ce2profits.com. This article originally 

appeared on the LeveragePoint blog. 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE �

If you’re in the pricing world you 
know the power of good value pric-
ing: quantifying your value and us-
ing this in your sales collateral. At 

times, this is easier said than done.  
 
Having confidence that you accurately 
understand your total value can be a 
struggle. But what if your company has 
customer insights from your customer 

loyalty data; can you tap into this data to 
help enhance your value pricing? You bet 
you can!

Customer loyalty data can be a rich 
on-going, and often untapped, source 
to supplement your understanding of 
your value to the customer. It gives in-
sights that go beyond product attributes 
and into the value of the customer expe-
rience, often uncovering more value than 
you realize you deliver.

The Link Between  
Customer Loyalty and Price
Industry studies prove the correlation be-
tween higher customer loyalty, growth, 
and price. Companies are twice as likely 
to get a price premium with loyal cus-
tomers as average customers: their reten-
tion rate increases 14%, their share of 
wallet 31% and their new product pen-
etration 50% claims Fred Reichheld, au-
thor of “The Ultimate Question.” 

Furthermore, the Corporate Executive 
Board studies demonstrate that customer 
loyalty is driven 53% by the customer 
experience, 19% each from the product 
and the brand, and only a small percent 
(<10%) from price. My personal expe-
riences with numerous businesses align 
fully with these studies.

Customer experience is formed by 
your responsiveness, reliability, ease of 
use, relationship, selling process, and 
ability to bring new insights. Many of 
these elements can be hard to economi-
cally quantify, and thus are often over-
looked in value pricing. But it is impor-
tant to consider all aspects of your value, 
and quantify them as much as possible 
when doing value pricing and selling.

Economic Value  
Estimation Challenges
Though Economic Value Estimation 
(EVE) is the best approach for val-

ue pricing, you can be left with some 
doubts.

• Have you correctly valued each driv-
er?

• Have you included all of the value 
drivers?

• Do customers believe your value?

• Does the sales force believe your 
value?

• Are you consistently executing on 
your value promise?

• Have you validated your value prop-
osition lately?

• Are these true for all of our prod-
ucts?

Customer loyalty data, analyzed from 
a value pricing perspective, can be used 
to both refine, and enhance your con-
fidence in your value pricing. The Net 
Promoter Score (NPS) is the leading 
B2B best practice for measuring custom-
er loyalty.

Using Net Promoter  
Score (NPS) Data
The NPS is a very simple 2-minute sur-
vey asking customers “Would you rec-
ommend us (1-10)? Why (for a 9-10 rat-
ing) or why not (for a 1-8 rating)?” The 
responses can then be analyzed to deter-
mine value drivers of loyalty as well as 
drivers of dissatisfaction.

When analyzing the NPS data, and 
comparing it to your EVE assessments, 
you may discover value drivers your 
customers perceive that you had not in-
cluded in your value pricing calculation. 
For example, you may be surprised to see 
that customer service is something that 
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distinguishes you. 

On the other hand, you may 
find you actually have less 
value in a certain area than 
you thought. For example, 
you may find customers 
think you have developed 
issues with reliability while 
you thought reliability was a 
strength.

The simplicity of the NPS 
survey allows you to eas-
ily survey hundreds, if not 
thousands, of customers 
throughout the year. Seg-
menting respondents by 
market, customer-needs or 
region can be a powerful 
approach to understand-
ing your value and price. 
For example, when looking 
at aggregate data of unsatis-
fied customers, it might be 
alarming if price emerges as 
one of the key drivers of dis-
satisfaction. 

At first glance, you may think you have 
overpriced. When you dissect the data 
by customer-needs based segments you 
might discover that the price dissatisfac-
tion is limited to your price buyer group. 
The rest of your customers, such as tech-

nology buyers or relationship buyers, do 
not mention price as an issue at all.

EVE Versus NPS Approach
While both EVE and NPS approaches 
provide value driver insights they do so 
in different and synergist ways.

EVEs are often best for 
quantifying product-specific 
value while customer loy-
alty data can be more useful 
in understanding customer 
experience value. EVEs are 
often done one product at 
a time and concentrated on 
new or unique products. 
On the other hand, NPS 
data provides broad, on-go-
ing data that is leverageable 
across your product line. This 
can be particularly useful 
for undifferentiated products 
where all your value differen-
tiation lies in your customer 
experience and brand reputa-
tion.

Using EVEs and NPS to-
gether provides practical 
deep insights on products, 
brand and customer experi-
ence across a wider breath of 
your product portfolio, and 
with on-going refreshed in-
sights to allow you to quickly 
identify changes in your val-

ue proposition over time. Together they 
build more confidence in your sales force 
to sell your value and hold firm on get-
ting fairly paid for your value.

The simplicity of the NPS survey allows 
you to easily survey hundreds, if not 
thousands, of customers throughout 
the year. Segmenting respondents by 
market, customer-needs or region can 
be a powerful approach to understanding 
your value and price.
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